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Abstract: Ternary content addressable memory, TCAM is 

a semiconductor memory device, operates for determining a 

match between received search data and stored data in 

TCAM bitcells. TCAM performs high speed lookup 

operations, but when compared to RAM technology the 

conventional TCAM circuitry suffers from certain 

limitations such as low access time, low storage capacity, 

circuit complexity and much high cost. So, here TCAM cells 

are combined with SRAM to emulate itsfunctionality. A8X4 

design has been implemented using vertical partitioning 

and hybrid partitioning of conventional TCAM table in 

Xillinx Virtex-2 FPGA. After analysis, it is finding that the 

results of VP-SRAM based TCAM are better in terms of 

area and maximum combinational path delay.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Ternary content-addressable memory (TCAM) is a 

dedicatedtype of high-speed memory device that 

searches its entire data in a single clock cycle .The 

term “ternary” denotes its capability to store and 

query data using three different inputs: 0, 1 and X. 

Ternary content addressable memory (TCAMs) 

executes very high-speed search operation in a 

deterministic time [1].A conventional TCAM cell 

consists of a bit storage unit and a comparison 

circuitry. The bit storage unit consist of a pair of 

memory cells for holding stored data and 

comparisoncircuitry works for compared input 

wordline coupled to a bitcell([2], [3]). 

 

Ternary content addressable memory (TCAM) is an 

extension of random access memory (RAM) but 

dissimilar to RAM, in TCAM stored data is accessed 

by the contents rather than by an address andoutputs 

the match address([4], [5]).Since TCAM can store 

don‟t care state (x), which can be matched to both 0 

and 1 during acomparison operation, multiple 

matches may occur. In a typical search operation 

ainput search key is compared against all the stored 

words in parallel and returns the address of the best 

match [6]. As TCAM has a large application area 

such in IP networking, translation look-aside buffers 

in microprocessors, compression, real-time matching 

applications, in virus-detection, intrusion-detection 

systems, gene pattern searching in bioinformatics, and 

image processing etc.[7]. The primary application of 

TCAM is in network routers where to compare the 

destination address of incoming IP packet against the 

stored addresses and forward the packet to the 

appropriate output port [8]. 

II. TCAM 

An area efficient stacked TCAM cell for fully parallel 

search is discussed. Forthis proposed a TCAM cell 

that consists of a pair of memory elements connected 

to an associated pair of comparisons circuits, that are 

interconnected so as to be disposed substantially 

vertically in active NMOS and active PMOS layers 

[9].On the basis of literature survey the TCAM array 

uses a hybrid partitioning (HP) of the conventional 

TCAM table to buildmemory architecture of 

TCAM.It breaks a conventional TCAM table                      

into columns, vertical partitions(VP) and rowscalled 

horizontal partitions (HrP) that result into number of 

TCAM subtables. Developing a hybrid typecam 

design decouple all the CAM cells from the match 

line, and provide a fast path to accelerate the search 

operation [10]. Proposed a novel memory 

architecture, named Z-TCAM, which joints the 

TCAM functionality with SRAM. Two example 

designs for Z-TCAM of sizes 512 × 36 and 64 × 32 

have been implemented on Xilinx Virtex-7. Provides 

Search latency for each design is three clock cycles. 

Each TCAM subtable is given a name as hybrid 

partition and the collective partitioning scheme 

(vertical and horizontal)is called HP. The role of 

verticalpartitioning (VP) part of HP is to divide 

TCAM word of dbits into msubwords,where each sub 

word is of w bits.Hybrid partitioning spanning the 

same addresses ranges[11]. 
 

 A method of implementing classification TCAM 

functionality using primarily RAM is discussed in 

[12]. This method provides significant table entries in 

a given area, or significantly less area for a given 

table size than the conventional ternary CAMs. The 

method is very much power-efficient, cheaper, and 

provides a greater range of features than conventional 

CAMs. 
 

III.VP SRAM-BASED TCAM 

 

Here establishing a vertical partitioning concept in a 

conventional TCAM table for attaining practical 

alternative in the form of VP SRAM-based TCAM. 

 
Fig. 1 Vertical Partitioning View 
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Vertical partitioning logically dissects a conventional 

TCAM table column-wise into „k‟ number of TCAM 

sub-tables. These TCAM sub tables are then 

processed to be stored in their correspondingSRAM 

blocks. Vertical partitioning implies that a TCAM 

word of width „W‟ bits are divided into „k‟ sub-

words, each of which is of width „w‟ bits.Fig 1 has 

main components include „k‟ Bit Position Tables 

(BPTs), „k‟ Address Position Tables (APTs), „k‟ APT 

Address Generators (APTAGs), Priority Encoder 

(PE), and ANDing operation. BPTs and APTs are 

created from SRAM. Each vertical partition has its 

analogous BPT, APTAG, and APT. Each vertical 

partition has its corresponding BPT, APTAG, and 

APT as shown in figure 3. In a BPT, 2
w 

bits of 

memory are grouped into 2
w-p

rows; with each row 

having a 2
p
number of bits.  Each row is assigned with 

a value called Last Index (LI).the length of last index 

value is w+1 bit and it is always initialized by a 

minus one value.The „w-p‟ high order bits of input 

sub-word are used to find out a specific row in BPT, 

thus acting as an address. From now onwards this 

address is named as BPT Address (BPTA) that 

Indicate a particular bit position in the selected row. 

…………………………. 

………………………...... 

………............................ 

…………………………. 

Fig. 2. Hybrid partitioning. 

A conceptual view of hybrid partitioning technique is 

shown in figure two where k represents number of 

vertical partitions and l are horizontal partitions. 

 
Fig. 3.Architecture of a VP of TCAM[12] 

In BPT „p‟ that forms lower order bits, from now 

onwards termed as Bit Position Indicator (BPI), of the 

input sub-word and these bits are used to indicate a 

particular bit position in the row selected to index a 

row in APT. APTAG contains  a 1‟s counter and 

adder. The 1‟s counter calculates the number of 1‟s in 

the selected row of BPT up to the indicated bit 

position and then forwards this information to adder. 

The adder then adds the output of the 1‟s counter and 

Last index value of the selected row. The proposed 

TCAM borrows the concept of BPT and APTAG 

from .The size of each APT is 2
w
*K where 2

w
 denotes 

number of rows and „K‟ is the number of bits in each 

row where each bit denotes an address position. This 

address position relates to its original address [12]. 

 

Fig. 4. BPT Architecture 

 

Fig. 5. APT Architecture 

IV. OPERATIONS 

Operation includesvertical (column-wise) 

partitioningof a conventional TCAM table as shown 

in Fig. 1, into TCAM sub-tables, which are then 

furtherextended into their binary counterpartsand 

handled in such a way that every sub-word in all 

divisions is mapped to its corresponding bit in its 

equivalent BPT and  
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Fig 6:Flow chart of Search Phase 

original address of the sub-word are mapped to its 

corresponding bits in the corresponding APT.Only 

those bit positions and address positions in BPTs and 

APTs, respectively, are high, which are mapped while 

residual bit positions and address positions are set to 

low in BPTs and APTs, respectively. After mapping, 

LIs of their corresponding BPTs are set to their 

respective values [13].This is called data mapping 

phase. 

After data mapping operation data search operation is 

performed. In this phase, an input word is applied and 

if its corresponding MA exits, is sent to output. The 

proposed TCAM achieves search operation in a 

vertical partitioned is shown in fig. 6 flow diagram. 

Firstly an input world is partitioned and applied to all 

BPTs of each vertical partitioned. Then the subword 

is break into BPI and BPTA .This is done for all 

subwords in parallel. Based on the values of BPT and 

BPTA it is decided that a particular subword is 

present in the partition or not. In next step the readout 

values of all BPTs are ANDed. Result of this AND 

operation specifies that a particular a particular search 

is to continue or to be stop.  

V.SYNTHESIS RESULTS 

In this paper we have implemented 8X4 TCAM 

memory by using both the technique VP and HP 

partitioning. For a given input word, modelsim 

simulated wave forms are shown. Internal signals 

such as BPT, APT are also simulated individually and 

analyzed. Figure 7 showing the simulated results of 

vertically partitioned ternary content addressable 

memory for the input word 00011010. Figure 8 

showing the simulated results of hybrid partitioned 

ternary content addressable memory for the same 

input word. Hardware implementation using Xillinx 

Virtex-2 FPGA is shown in Table 1.From the table it 

is clear that the results of vertically partitioned 

TCAM is better in terms of area, and maximum path 

delay is 4.278 % lesser than hybrid partitioned 

TCAM. 

 

Fig.7 Simulated Results of Vertically partitioned 

TCAM 

Input word is applied to all 

vertical partitions 

Divideinput word into “m” 
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Fig.8 Simulated Results of hybrid partitioned TCAM 

 
 

VII. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents a comparison between the 

vertically partitioned SRAM BASED TCAM memory 

and hybrid partitioned SRAM BASED TCAM 

memory by implementing a 8X4 size design example 

using Xilinx Virtex-2, FPGA by both the technique. 

On the basis of results obtained it is concluded 

thatresults of vertically partitioned TCAM are better 

in terms of area and maximum combinational path 

delay. It should be further noted that for small size 

TCAMs VP-SRAM based TCAM memory ensures 

large capacity with less computation complexity and 

search time as number of partitions are reduced. 
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